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Title 
1. 
The Second International Colloquium on Stability: A Comparison of 
Design Concepts and Philosophies 
Objective 
The report will be a comparison of the design philosophies and con-
cepts in the geographical regions represented by the four c~lloquia, :not 
only a summary. It will concern colloquium contributions but "with flex-
ibility". It will not attempt to be a comparison of all current practice 
in the field of stability. 
Any topic that was covered in any of the four colloquia will be in-
cluded in the report. 
It will identify areas of agreement, topics with differing approaches, 
why there are differences, and needed research and coordination. 
We will need to take care that the project does not get involved in 
too much detail. The identification of major similarities (and differ-_-
ences) is what is sought. 
Report Contents 
Part A: Philosophical Backgrounds and Safety Concepts 
Part B: Approaches and Design Procedures 
Part C: Comparison and Conclusions 
References and Selected Bibliography 
Glossary 
Symbols 
Identification of Needed Research 
Opportunities for Coordination (TG-11) 
Author Index 
Subject Index 
General Working Procedure 
The following procedure is suggested: 
a) Coordinating Editors D. Sfintesco, G. W. Schulz, and SSRC 
Technical Secretary prepare a layout of the report and a 
form 
b) Four Regional Editors will stimulate Task Group Representa-
tives of each Council or group to prepare Part B 
c) These Editors also prepare the material for Part A (probably 
after Part B has been written). This portion should not 
exceed 8-10 pages for each region. 
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d) The Coordinating Editors will: 
- suggest a format 
- stimulate Regional Editors 
- do the initial horizontal scan of Part B 
- do the first draft of Part C on the basis of the drafts 
of Parts A and B 
- submit drafts.of Part C to Regional Editors for review 
- do the revision of Part C as needed 
- follow the final production 
Working Procedures for Part A 
1. Regional Editors prepare the material for Part A in 8~10 pages 
(15 March) 
2. Coordinating and Regional Editors review Part A (30 April) 
3. Regional Editors submit final manuscript in camera-ready form 
(15 June) 
Working Procedures for Part B 
1. Regional Editors request the drafts of the material from Task 
Group Representatives (1 December) 
2. Task Group Representatives will send originals (figures on a 
separate sheet) and one photocopy (figures inserted into text) 
to Headquarters at Lehigh University and one photocopy to the 
Regional Editor (31 January) 
3. Possible comments from Regional Editors should be mailed to 
Headquarters within maximum two weeks (15 February) 
4. Coordinating Editors do the horizontal scan (15 March) 
5. Regional Editors review Step 4 (15 May) 
6. Coordinating Editors assemble the final manuscript (30 June) 
Working Procedures for Part C 
1. Coordinating Editors prepare the first draft (30 April) 
2. Regional Editors revise the draft (31 May) 
3. Coordinating Editors prepare the camera-ready material(30 June) 
Time Schedule 
The deadline to observe for each working step is that shown in pa-
renthesis for each one. 
429.1 
The principal deadlines will be the following: 
31 January Task Group Representatives send the Part B material 
to Headquarters 
15 March 
30 April 
31 May 
30 June 
Regional Editors prepare material for Part A 
Coordinating Editors prepare the first draft for 
Part C 
Regional Editors revise the draft of Part C 
All the material of the Report should be ready in 
camera-ready form 
. - --- ----·--------- ----·----····-· ----.- --------- --·-
Publication 
It is planned that SSRC will make the arrangements for publication. 
The possibilities are ASCE, NTIS, SSRC itself, IABSE or a commercial 
publisher (McGraw-Hill or John Wiley). The auspices will be equal: 
between SSRC, ·ECCS, Japan CRC and the East European Group. 
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO PART A 
1. General Purpose 
This part is titled "Philosophical Background and Safety Concepts" 
and will deal with the background of design methods and rules and the 
principles of structural safety in each region. There are, thus, four 
such statements. These parts should have the form of short theme reports. 
The reports should reflect the general trend in the region (codes, recent 
studies) besides referring to the Colloquium contributions. It is sug-
gested to write Part A after Part B is written, in order to have consis-
tency between the two parts themselves within the same region. 
2. Sequence Suggested 
It is suggested to follow, when possible, the sequence of the sub-
jects "Principles of Structural Safety", and "General Approaches for the 
Design of Metal Structures'. These are the same that were adopted in 
the Introductory Report Part I, Chapter 1, "Criteria for Analysis and 
Design". 
429.1 
GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO PART B 
1. Purpose and Presentation 
This part is titled "Design Approaches and Procedures" and will 
deal with the actual solutions for particular design problems, the rela-
tion between these solutions and the principle of safety, and the even-
tual interaction between the design of the members and of the whole 
structure. 
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The reports will concern not only Colloquium contributions, but also 
recommendations or specifications and current studies of the geographical 
region. 
In order to make the content quickly understandable and to facilitate 
coordination of the entire work, it has been decided to arrange the mate-
rial primarily using figures, equations, and commentary -- in that order. 
2. Topics to be Covered 
In Appendix 1 the list of chapters is given. The topics that should 
be covered are almost the same as in the Introductory Report Part II and 
Part III. The coverage appropriate to each topic would be included in 
the applicable chapter, whether hot rolled steel, cold-formed steel, or 
aluminum. 
3. Sequence Within Each Topic 
In each chapter or section the material should be arranged in the 
following sequence (as shown in Appendix 2): 
a) Regional Recommendations or Specifications 
b) Colloquium Contributions 
c) Current Studies 
4. Presentation of Contributions From Four Regions 
It is planned to combine the regional contributions in parallel as 
shown in Appendix 3 ensuring the horizontal consistency of the material. 
Work sheets will be 280 x 430 mm (11" x 17"). When published the final 
document will be reduced to 235 x 367 mm (9" x 14~") which is an inter-
national standard. The appropriate material will appear in facing pages. 
5. Titles 
The titles of the chapters are listed in Appendix 1. 
The title of the chapter should be shown on each sheet as in Appen-
dix 5 (upper left corner). 
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6. Length 
The length_ of each chapter should be as brief as possible and still 
meet the requirements. See, for example, Appendix 2. A typical topic 
should be covered in three to four pages. 
429.1 
GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO PART C 
1. General Purpose 
This part is titled "Comparisons and Conclusions" and will deal in 
separate sections within the areas of agreement, areas of differing ap-
proaches (and the reasons for those differences), and the research and 
coordination needed. 
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This part will be written in the form of theme report. The purpose 
is mainly to present the fields in which future international coordi-
nation could be useful. Thus it doesn't need to get involved in.too much 
detail but should identify and analyze the major differences and similar-
ities. 
2. Consistency With Parts A and B 
The consistency between the first two parts of the report should be 
ensured by a revision of the draft of Part C by the four Regional Editors. 
429.1 
MANUSCRIPT GUIDELINES 
1. Authors 
A list of the authors of Part B will appear in an appendix at the 
end of the report. 
2. Text 
The manuscript must be presented properly typed on white paper 
sheet size A4 or 215 x 280 mm (8~" x 11"). Only one side of the sheet 
should be used. The text of Part A, including figures, must be strictly 
kept in a block of 150 x 230 mm (6" x 9")(see Appendix 4). The text of 
Part B, including figures, must be strictly kept in a block of 90x240mm 
(3~" x 9~") (see Appendix 5). The frame itself should not appear on the 
manuscript. The format in Appendix 5 has been chosen to facilitate both 
the horizontal scan and the preparation of the camera-ready material for 
Part B. 
3. Figures 
The original of the drawing should be provided on a separate sheet. 
The suggested size for Part B is not more than 90 x 75 mm (3~" x 3"). 
Caption and references to the text should appear on the same sheet. The 
sp~c~ needed for the figures in the text shall be left free. 
4. Photographs 
The photographs will be submitted as glossy prints following the 
same rules as for the figures. 
5. Units 
The use of SI units is essential. Appendix 6 gives the rules for 
SI style and usage. 
6. Symbols 
A list of symbols divided for each region will appear at the end 
of the report. For this reason a list of symbols used in each chapter 
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or report must be given on a separate sheet. However, it appears that 
for some chapters the explanation of special symbols must be given where 
they appear in the text. In order to give a certain consistency through-
out the report, it is strongly recommended to use the ISO/DIS 3898 doc-
ument, of which a draft is enclosed as Appendix 7. 
7. Glossary 
Follow, when possible, Appendix 11. 
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8. References and Selected Bibliography 
In one of the report sections will appear, divided by chapter, all 
the references and a "Selected Bibliography", collecting the most impor-
tant contributions in each topic. 
The material of each chapter should be arranged in alphabetical 
order and put on separate sheets, according to the Part A format. 
When the reference is in a non-English language, use an English 
title followed, in parentheses, by the language in which it was published. 
9. Language 
All contributions will be in English. 
10. Typing 
Typing should be elite size and, if possible, IBM "Prestige" char-
acters. For symbols, mathematical formulae and equations use "Symbol" 
and "Italic" characters. 
Text must be single-spaced, with 1~ spaces between paragraphs. 
The title of the chapter, the region, and the page number should 
appear at the locations shown in Appendices 4 and 5. 
For Parts A and C, the first line of each paragraph should have an 
indentation of f.ive ,·letter spaces. Indent seven letter spaces when it 
is a listing. For Part B, use no paragraph indentation and indent three 
letter spaces for lists and for long equations. The text of the first 
page of each chapter should allow five lines for the title that must not 
be typed. · 
Some suggestions concerning style are made in Appendix 8 "Style 
Sheet". For the proper use of abbreviations see Appendix 9. 
These guidelines are typed following these rules in order to give 
a typing example for Parts A and C, as Appendix 2 gives an example for 
Part B. 
11. Mathematics 
All mathematical expression must be typed. Every equation or set 
of equations should be centered for readability, and equations should 
be numbered on the right consecutively for each chapter. 
Equations should be introduced without punctuation where following 
the sentence which precedes the equation. Simple fractions appearing 
in the text (i.e., not in centered equations) should use parentheses to 
avoid ambiguities. For example, 1/(a+b) not 1/a+b or aib . 
Any confusion between 1 (one), I (capital i), and 1 (lower case L) 
must be carefully avoided. 
Attention should be given to the correct use of the parentheses, 
brackets and braces. The following order should be used: ([( )]}. 
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12. Figures 
The suggestions in Appendix 10, "Procedures for Illustrations", 
should be followed. 
13. Bibliographic References 
The citation in the text should be done by author and date, not by 
number. For example, Smith (1973), Smith and Jones (1973), Smith et a1. 
(1973), or (Smith, _1973), (Smith and Jones, 1973), (Smith et al., 1973). 
When referring to a Colloquium contribution the name of the Col-
loquium session should appear instead of the year. For example, Chen 
(Liege), Kato (Tokyo). 
The following format should be used for the bibliographic listing. 
Authors are listed last name first. All authors are listed. The title 
begins, indented three letter spaces, on the second line. The third 
line is indented an additional three letter spaces and is a continuation 
of the bibliographic information. The fourth and following lines are to 
line up with the third line. All items in the citation should be sepa-
rated by commas. Give inclusive page numbers when possible. All examples 
must be complete. A sample page is given in Appendix 12. 
14. Final Remarks 
The above guidelines may seem too strict, but in fact they do not 
involve great difficulties for the preparation of the manuscripts. 
Their observance will help us to achieve a well-presented report. 
Thanks are extended in advance to the authors and to their secretaries 
for their kind cooperation. 
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APPENDIX 1 
CHAPTERS OF PART B 
1. Centrally Compressed Members 
2. Built-Up Members 
3. Laterally Suppo'rted and Unsupported Beams 
4. Plate and Box Girders 
5. Beam Columns 
6. Frames 
7. Triangulated Structures 
8. Shells 
9. Composite Members 
10. Structural Dynamics 
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Commentary 
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The paper presents the first results of an 
experimental investigation on fabricated 
tubular columns, statically loaded under 
pin ended conditions. Longitudinal and 
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APPENDIX 6. 
UNITS 
Authors are requested to quote vaiues of physical quantities in 
SI Units. 
RULES FOR SI STYLE AND USAGE* . 
1. The use of mixed units, especially those compounded from 
different systems, should be avoided. 
2. Approved prefixes should be used to indicate orders of 
magnitude. For example, 12300m or 12.3 x 103m become 
12.3 km. 
3. Multiple and submultiple prefixes representing steps of 
1000 are recommended. For example, show force in MN, N, 
or KN. 
4. Double prefixes and hyphenated prefixes should not be 
used. 
5. Prefixes should not be used in the denominator of com-
pound units, except for the kilogram (kg). 
6. Symbols for SI Units are not capitalized unless the unit 
is derived from a proper name; thus, Hz for H. R. Hertz, 
but m for meter. Unabbreviated -units. are not- capitalized; 
for example: hertz, newton, and kelvin.· Numerical pre-
fixes and their symbols are not capitalized, except for 
the symbols T, G, and M (mega). 
7. Periods should not be used after SI Unit symbols, except 
at the end of a sentence. 
8. Where units appear as the result of multiplication, they 
should be separated by a center dot. For example: N·m 
9. Below is a list of multiplication factors, their prefixes, 
and SI S!ymb.ols. 
Mulliplication Factors 
I 000 000 000 000 = 10" 
1 ooo ooo ooo = to• 
I 000 000 = 10' 
1 ooo = to• 
100 = 10' 
10 = 10' 
0.1 10· I 
o.ot = to- • 
0.001 = 10'. 
o.ooo oot to· • 
o.ooo ooo oot to· • 
0.000 ()()() ()()() 001 10'" 
0.000 ()()() 000 003 001 = 10'" 
0.000 000 000 ()()() 000 001 - 10''' 
*This is an excerpt from ASTM (1974). 
Prclix Sl Symbol 
tcra T 
gig a G 
mega M 
kilo .. 
hc~:to• h 
d~:ka* da 
dc~:i* d 
~:cnti• 1: 
milli m 
nu~:m 
" n;mo n 
pi~:o I" 
fcmlo r 
allo a 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DIMENSIONAL NOTATION* 
Length 
Area 
Volume 
1. SI units for length are the meter and the millimeter. 
2. Use m or mm (with in or ft in parentheses). Do not use 
centimeters or the symbol ' for ft or the-symbol" for 
inch, not even in drawings. 
3. All drawings should have mm behind the number of milli-
meters. 
1. SI Units are m2 and mm2; cm2 is not a preferred SI unit. 
2. Use ft2 and in2, not sq ft, sq in, or SF. 
1. SI units are m3 and mm3; cm3 and dm3 are not preferred 
SI units. 
2. Use ft3 and in3, not cu ft or cu in. 
Moment of Inertia 
Mass 
1. SI units are m4 and mm4. 
1. The SI units of mass are the gram, the kilogram, and the 
megagram (or tonne). 
2. Please use lb. Avoid using # and also American (short) 
or British (long) tons, which are different and thus 
. confusing. 
*This material is based on Cowan and Havyatt (1975). 
429.1 
Force 
. A6.02 
1. The SI units are the newton, (the name newton has a small 
n when written out in full, but the symbol is N) kilonewton 
and meganewton. The kilogram (kg£) is not an SI unit. 
2 •. Use kN (followed in parentheses by both lb and kg£). 
3. Do not use the term kilopond and the abbreviation kp. kg 
is not a correct abbreviation for kg£. In American units, 
do not u~e # which many non-Americans do not know. Unless 
you regard it as essential, please do not ~se kip (1000 lb) 
which is liable to be confused with kp (1 kilogram force). 
Stress and Pressure 
1. The SI units are the pascal (the name has a small p when 
written out in full, the symbol is Pa), kilopascal, mega-
pascal and gigapascal. 
2. Please use kPa or MPa (followed in parentheses by lb/ft2 
or lb/in2 and kgf/cm2 where needed). As an alternate to 
lb/ft2 and lb/in2 use ksi, psi or psf, but not #/sq in. 
Other Units 
1. If you are concerned with fluid mechanics or mechanical 
engineering, please note that the calorie is not an SI 
Unit (use the kilojoule-- kJ --instead). 
2. The metric horsepower is not an SI unit. Use kW· instead. 
Conversion Tables 
1~ Should appear at the end of each volume. 
2. Pertinent conversion footnotes should be given on the 
bottom of the pages when and where appropriate. 
429.1 APPENDIX 7 A7 
SYHBOLS 
DRAFT INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ISO/DIS 3898 (December 26, 1975) 
Bases for design of structures - Notations - General symbols 
1 SCOPE AND FIELD OF APPLICATION 
This International Standard defines standard notations for structural design. 
It covers only general teFms which are necessary to this field of application and excludes terms relevant to a particular 
material (for example steel, concrete, wood, etc.) or to a special technical field (for example foundations, etc.), which will be 
defined separately. · 
It indicates only the symbols to be used and does not prejudice the exact definitions of .each term which will be within the 
scope of other I nternationa I Standards. 
This International Standard has been established for use in regulations, technical literature and design. It does not cover 
future developments in safety theories or new techniques in computer design. 
However, for the time being, letter J (table 2) has been reserved for line printers. 
2 TYPES OF SYMBOL 
2.1 Tables of letters and symbols 
2.1. 1 Table 1 gives general indications about the usage of different types of letter. 
2.1.2 Tables 2, 3 and 4 giv~ the meanings of letters when used as a main symbol. 
2.1.3 Table 5 gives a list of special and mathematical symbols. 
2.1.4 Tables 6; 7 and 8 give the meanings of letters or groups of letters when used as subscripts. 
2.2 Construction of symbols 
The construction of a symbol to represent a given quantity or term shali be carried OUI. as rolluws ' 
1) The main letter of the symbol shall be selected from table 2, 3, 4 or 5, based on consideration of dimensions and 
usage, as given in table 1. 
2) An apostrophe (') can be used to represent compression (especially for geometrical or locational purposes). 
3) Descriptive subscripts ·may be selected as desired. When subscripts Other than those appearing in tables 6, 7 and 8 are 
used, a clear definition ·of their meaning shall be given. 
4) In the construction of symbols, the first subscripts shall indicate the location, and the following subscripts identify the 
cause (nature, location, etc.) 1 l. 
5) When there is no likelihood of confusion, some or all descriptive subscripts may be omitted. 
6) Numerical figures may be used as subscripts. 
7) The sign of a computed stress is given by positive (+) for tension, and negative (-) for compression. 
Due to the possibility of confusion, the following precautions must be taken : 
- Where there is a possibility of confusing 1 (numeral) with I (letter) in some typewritten work, L shall be used in place 
of I (letter) where ambiguity would otherwise arise. 
- Roman upper and lower case letter 0 shall not be used as a leading letter owing to the possibility of confusion with ;:ero. 
The lower case o may, however, be used as a subscript, with the same meaning as 0 (zero). 
- Greek lower case letters iota {ti. omicron (o) and upsilon (v) shall not be used owing to the possibility of confusing them 
with various roman letters. For the same reason, it is recommended that, as far as possible, the use of k:~ppa (..:land chi 
(X) be avoided. When Greek lower case letters eta (77) and omega (w) are used, care must t>-::! taken in writing the letters to 
avoid confusion with roman lower case letters n and w. 
1) Where it is necessary to avoid confusion, it is recommended that a comma be used betvveen the two categories of subscript. 
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TABLE 1- L.nor guido for the eonnrue1ion of symbols 
Type of lrttor Dimensions Uuoo 
Roman upper case Force, force umes lengtn,length 1 Action and action-effectt 
to a power other than t, 2 Area, first end second moments of area 
temperature 3 Strain moduli (exception to column headed '_'Dimensions" I 
4 Tem~rature 
Roman lower case Length, QUotient of length and 1 Actions and action-effects per unit of length or area 
time to a power, force per unit 2 Linear dimensions Uength, width, thickness, etc.) 
--length or area. mass, time 3 Strengths 
4 Velocity. acceleration, freQuency 
s Descriptive letters (subscripts) 
6 Mau 
7 Time ' 
GrHk upper case - (Reserved for mathematics) 
GrHk lo,..er ta111 Dimensionless 1 Coefficients and dimensionless ratios 
2 Strains 
3 Angles 
4 Densitieo (mass density and weight denoitvl (exception to column headed 
"Dimensions") · 
s Stresses (exception to column headed ''Dimensions") 
NOTE - Concepts not onctuded on the table above shall comply woth tho nearen approproate category hsted. 
TABLE 2 - Romon upper case l.non 
L.nor Maeni"9 
A Area 
B 
c 
·o Flexural rigidity for plates 
E longitudinal modulus of flaHiCity 
E EarthQuake action 
F Action in gener•l 
F Force in general 
G Shear modulus 
G Permanent toad ldead load) 
H Horizontal cofl'lponent of a force 
I Second moment of a plane area 
J (Reserved for line printers!' 
I( 
L Con be used for span, length of • member (see table 3! 
M Moment in g.!neral 
M Bending moment 
N Nor mal force 
0 !Void) 
p Prestressing foree 
0 (pr VI Variabie load ILiveload)tl 2) 
R Resultant force 
R Reaction force 
s Firu moment of a plane area tStatie momentl 
s Action-effect ISollicitationsl 
S lorSn) CSn where there i$ e risk of confusion) Snow load 
T Torsional moment 
T Temperature 
V(orOl Shear force2) 
v Volume 
v Vertical component of a force 
W(orZl Section modulus 
w Wind load 
X Force in general parallel to z-axis 
y Force in general parallel toy-axis 
z Force in general parallel to z-axis 
Z(orWl Section modulus 
1) With a subscript if it is necessary to define an imposed load more 
precisely. 
2) Subject to a future definite choice, either letter may be used 
aecording to existing national cunoms. 
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• TABLE 3- Rom1n low1r case lonors 
l1tt1r Meaning 
• Distance 
• Acceleration b Width 
c 
d Diamete-r 
d Depth If or example foundation) 
e Eccentricity 
f Strength 11 21 
, Distributed permanent load IOead load) 
, Acceleration due to gravity 
It Height 
It Thickness 
; Radius of gyration 
i Number of days 
k Coefficient 
I Span; Length of a member:! I 
m Can be u""d as bending moment per unit of length 
or width 
m Mass 
m Average value 
n Can be used as normal force per unit of length or 
width 
0 (Void) 
p (Void) 
q (or v) Distributed variable load (Live load)4l 51 
r Radius 
I Standard deviation 
' 
Spacing 
' 
Distributed snow load 
I Time in general 
I Thickness of thin memben 
I Can be used M torsional moment per unit of length 
or width 
u Perimeter 
~} '=-omfV'nel"'ts ~~ the riis;')lacement of a point 
• Velocity; Speed 
v (oro) Can ~ used as shear force per unit of length or 
widthS I 
w Distributed wind load 
~} Co-ordinates 
z Lll!',er arm 
1) Some countries use f with subscript for stress. but a is 
recommended. 
2l Some countries use o or IJ with subscript for strength, but f is 
recommended. 
3) Can be replaced by L lor some lengths or to avoid confusion 
with 1 (numeral). 
<I) With a sumcript if it is necessary to define an imposed load more 
p<ecisely. 
5) See note 2 in table 2. 
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TABLE 4 - Gr•k lower c011 lon1ra 
L~t1r Symbol Meaning 
alpha Q Angle; Ratio II 
beta 0 Angle; Ratoo II 
gamma ,. Weight density 
gamma ., Safety factor 
gamma ,. Shear strain2) 
delta 6 Coefficient of variation 
epsilon • Strain 
xi t 
}Relative co-ordinates r' eta 'I yll zeta r zll. 
theta 6 Rotation 
iota • (Void) kappa • (To be avoided as far as possible) lambda ). Slenderness ratio 
mu 
" 
Coefficient of friction 
nu ~. Poisson's ratio 
omicron 0 (Void) 
pi • (Mathematical use only l 
rho p Mass density 
sigma a Normal uress 11 31 41 
tau • Shear streu4) 
upsilon u· (Void) 
phi op limiting value of angle of friction 
(for example for soils) 
chi I( (To be avoided as tar as posSible) 
P<i .V 
omega w 
1) Some countries use o or tJ with subscript for strength. bu1 I is 
recommended (see !able 31. 
2} For shear strain, it is also oossible to use f with asymmetric 
subscripu. Example : E2J or tyz· 
3) Some countries use f with subscript for stress, but o is 
recommended (see table 3). 
4) For shear stress, i1 ii also possible to use a with asymmetuc 
.._.bs:.-;~ti. E::3~~!e : o2:J or cr,. .... 
TABLE 5- Mathem1tical1nd special symbols 
Symbol Meaning 
l,; Sum 
A Difference: Increment 
<t> Oicimeter tfor e)Cample re.r.forc•ng bar. 
rivets. etcJ 
· (apostrophe) C~:~mpression (especially for geometnc.at or 
loca lienal purposes) 
e Base of Naper ian logarithms : 2. 718 28 ... 
" 
Ralio of the circumference of a c~rcle to its 
doame1er : 3,141 59 ... 
n Number of ... 
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TABLE 6 - Gono,.l sub..,ripts - Romlft lowor c- lottora I I 
Loner Molfti"9 
a (or sal Construction steel 
b lor cl Concrete 
c (or bl Concrete 
c Compression in rneral 
d For calculation~ 
e lor ei) Elastic limit of a materiat3) 
I Btam flange 
I Friction 
g Guaranteed 
h Horizontal 
i Initial 
i Number of days 
k Characteristic 
I Longitudinal 
m Average value 
m Material 
n Not4l 
0 Zero 
p (or spl Pre·s tressed steel 
I Passivated steel 
\ Tension in general 
I Transversal 
u Ultimate 
y Vertical 
w Core 
It Co·ordinate 
y Co-ordinate 
y Yield 
z Co-ordinate 
0, 1, 2, etc. Particular values 
-
A1ymptoti: value 
1) Other than sumcriDts for actions and action-effects I see table 7) 
and sumc;ipts formed from abbr...,iations (see table 81. 
21 To be used only when there is no risk of confusion. 
3i If ,,~~~•~ar1 • u tu:t:.bl'.! ~ub:cript r!'ll'V br 3ddf'd ,, substitt•~d 
in order to define the elauic limit more precisely (for example 
y, 0, 1, etc. I. 
4) If there is a risk of confusion, "net" sholl be used. 
TABLE 7- Sublcrlpts for octiont ond octlon-efloelll I 
Lotter Mooning 
• 
(A) Accidental action2l 
eq lEI Eerthquake action 
I IF! Action in get'leral 
f IF) Force in general 
G IGl Permanent load (Dead load) 
m (Ml Bending in general 
n (Nl Normal force 
p IPI Pre-stressing force 
q (Ol orv IV) Variable load (Live lood)3l -'1 
I lSI Action-effect 
I lSI Snow load 
I IT! Torsion in general 
t ITl Temperature 
y lVI orq (01 Shear force41 
w (Wl Wind load 
1) When it is useful for clariftcation, roman upper ease lenen 
may be used as subscripts for actions and action.e!tects. 
2) If there i• a ri•k of confusion, "ac" may be used. 
3) An imposed load must be defined more precisely. 
4) See note 2 to table 2. 
TABLE 8 - Subtcripts formed from obbroviotion1ll 
Lottors Meaning 
lbS Absolute 
adm Admi,.ible 
cal Calculated21 
crit lor crl Critical 
ef Effective 
el (or el Elastic in general 
est Estimated 
uc Exceptional 
ext External 
ir.1 IMfrrier 
int Internal 
let Laterai 
lim Limit 
max Maximum 
min Minimum 
nom Nominal 
Obs Ob.ervcd 
·-pi Plastic 
red Reduced 
rei Relative 
ser Serviceability 
IUP Superior 
tot Total 
var Variable 
A7.03 
1) As far as possible, abbrevtauons whtch are not conta1ned '" th's 
table should be derived from words havtng Lattn roou. · 
21 As opposed to "omervcd". 
-~ 
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APPENDIX 8 
STYLE SHEET 
PUNCTUATION 
1. Rather open (no superfluous marks of punctuation). 
2. Use comma before "and" or "or" in a simple series (Ex.; 
A, B, or C). 
3. Do not set off a defined term by commas. 
4. Quotation marks after commas and semicolons, but before 
colons. 
5. Do not underline terms. 
CAPITALIZATION 
NUMBER 
1. In a capital and lower-case heading, capitalize the second 
half of a compound word. 
2. Capitalize protected trade names (Example: Mayari R, 
Corten). 
3. Capitalize Fig., Eq., Ref., Chap., Art., Sect., Type, 
Prob.; but don't capita1i~e the following: step, case, 
row, item. 
1. Use no commas in numbers of four digits (1000) but use 
commas in numbers of five or more digits (10,000). 
2. Use zero before a decimal point (0.67). 
ABBREVIATIONS 
.. 1. No periods after technical abbreviations or after units 
of measure except where needed for sense. 
2. Avoid use of i.e., e.g., viz. ¥,Trite them out ("that is", 
"for example"). 
3. A list of standard abbreviations is given on page 7. 
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Webster (Use This) 
analyzed 
appendices 
beam-columns 
behavior 
center 
cognizance 
cold-worked materials 
. color 
co-planar 
eros s-indexe d 
cross-sectional 
cut-off point 
equalized 
fiber 
-ffxea~en_d __ 
gage 
high-rise 
high-strength 
hinged-base 
idealized 
indices 
interatomic 
liter 
localized 
make-up 
meter 
midheight 
modeling 
multi-story 
neighborhood 
nondimensional 
non-uniform 
organize 
over-all 
pinned-base 
pinned-end 
plexiglass 
pressurization 
program 
quasi-theoretical 
redesigned 
self~evident 
semi-empirical 
setup 
side sway 
simply supported 
slenderness ratio 
slope-deflection 
stabilizing 
story _ 
summarized 
uniaxial 
wave length 
wide-flange 
Spelling \.Jord List 
Other 
analysed 
appendixes 
beamcolumns 
behaviour 
centre 
cognisance 
A8.01 
cold worked materials 
colour 
co planar 
cross indexed 
cross sectional 
cut off p.oint 
__________ ______ ~-~lised ____________________ _ 
fibre · · 
fixed end 
gauge 
high rise 
high strength 
hinged base 
idealised 
indexes 
inter-atomic 
litre 
localised 
make up 
metre 
mid-height 
modelling 
multistorey 
neighbourhood 
non-dimensional 
nonuniform 
organise 
overall 
pinned base 
pinned end 
plexiglas 
pressurisation 
programme 
quasi theoretical 
re..;.designed 
selfevident 
semiempirical 
set-up 
side sway 
simply-supported 
slenderness-ratio 
slope deflection 
stabilising 
storey 
summarised 
uni-axial 
wave length 
wide flange 
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Preferred 
allowable stress 
column 
Terminology Word List 
statically determinate and 
indeterminate structures 
Other 
admissable stress 
stanchion 
A8.02 
isotatic and hperstatic 
structures 
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APPENDIX 9 
ABBREVIATIONS* 
Below are listed some standard abbreviations for scientific and engi-
neering terms. Most of these terms have appeared in published lists of the 
American National Standards Institute. Authors should use these approved 
forms, as variations cause confusion and often require heavy editing. 
A 
ASTM A36 
abs 
amp 
atm 
avg 
az 
em 
coef 
const 
cos 
c to c 
cu 
0 
diam 
doz 
dwt 
El. 
Eq. 
exp. 
Fig. 
g 
g 
hr 
Hz 
ID 
J 
kg 
kN 
kPa 
t 
lb 
lim 
ln 
log 
long 
MPa 
m 
rna 
degree absolute 
structural steel 
grade A36 
absolute 
a~pere 
atmosphere 
average 
azimuth 
centimeter 
coefficient 
constant 
cosine 
center to center 
cubic 
of ASTM 
angular degree (use with 
numbers) 
diameter 
dozen 
dead weight 
elevation (use with numbers) 
equation (use with numbers) 
exponential 
Figure 
gram 
gravitational acceleration 
hour 
Hertz (cycles per second) 
inside diameter 
Joule 
kilogram 
kilonewton 
kilopascal 
liter 
pounds 
limit 
natural logarithm 
logarithm 
longitude 
mega pascal 
meter 
milliampere 
max maximum 
mg milligram 
mgd million grams per day 
min minute 
min minimum 
*from ASCE (1975) 
mm 
msec 
Mv 
mv 
HW 
mW 
ffi!J. 
N 
OD 
Pa 
pf 
p.m. 
ppm 
R 
rad 
rms 
rpm 
rps 
rod 
sec 
sinh 
sq 
tanh 
v 
vol % 
w 
wt % 
millimeter 
millisecond 
megavolt 
millivolt 
megawatt 
milliwatt 
millimicron 
Newton 
outside diameter 
Pascal 
power factor 
post meridian 
parts per million 
Reynolds number 
radian 
root mean square 
revolutions per minute 
revolutions per second 
rod 
second 
hyperbolic sine 
square 
hyperbolic tangent 
volt 
percentage by volume 
Weber 
percentage by weight 
micron 
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APPENDIX 10 
PROCEDURES FOR ILLUSTRATIONS 
The following is supplied for guidance in connection with pre-
paring illustrations for technical reports (tables, drawi~~, and 
photographs): 
1. Lettering is a vital component of any figure. Poor let-
tering can spoil an otherwise acceptable drawing. 
2. Boxes. Graphs will be "open" except where it is nec~ssary 
to put in lines on all four sides. 
3. Extension lines are to be parallel to one another wherever 
possible. 
4. Words should be kept to a minimum. 
5. Weight of lines should be according to importance. Dimen-
sion lines the finest, coordinate lines next, and main 
curves heavy. Moment diagram boundaries should be heavy. 
6. "Broken Coordinates" ·.are to be avoided. 
The sketch shows a suggested arrange-
ment, when coordinate axes do not in-
tersect at zero. I I I \0 \2. \4 
7. No "turned" figures or "turned" coordinate captions are 
to be used. All should read in the normal positioh. 
8. Arrows should not be used· at the end of coordinate axes. 
9. In an illustration that shows the theoretical and exper-
imental data, the theoretical curves should be dashed, 
experimental lines connecting test points should be solid 
and straight. 
10. Grid systems should be avoided. Show tick marks on coor-
dinate axes at appropriate intervals (see examples on next 
page). 
11. Deformed shape should be shown by a solid line, the ini-
~ial position by a dashed line. 
12. Check all letters and symbols for clarity. 
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14. Use of keys to multi-line graphs: whenever possible in-
corporate identification on the curves using extension 
lin~s, if needed. 
15. Sample figure is shown as follows: 
DEFLECTION 
Comparison of Bolted and Welded 
Beam-to-Column Connections 
16. Any new drawings should be done nondimensionally or in 
SI units. 
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APPENDIX 11 
GLOSSARY 
Alignment chart for columns - A nomograph for determining the effective-
length factor (K) of a column from the joint bending stiffness ratios at 
each end of the column. 
Allowable load - The load which induces the computed maximum allowable 
or p~mitted stress at the critical section. 
Allowable stress - As used in allowable stress design, it is the maximum 
stress permitted unper working loads. (Values may be obtained from codes 
and specifications.) 
Allowable stress design - A method of proportioning structures which is 
based on working loads such that computed stresses do not exceed pre-
scribed values. (The limit of structural usefulness is not specified 
but is often taken as the yield stress.) 
Amplification factor - A multiplier of the value of moment or deflection 
in the unbraced length of an axially loaded member to reflect the secon-
dary values generated by magnification resulting from the eccentricity 
of the applied axial load within the member. 
Aspect ratio - In any rectangular configuration, the ratio of the longer 
dimension to the shorter dimension. 
Batten plate - A plate element used to join two parallel components of a 
built-up column, girder or strut rigidly connected to the parallel com-
ponents and designed to transmit shear between them. 
Beam - A structural member in which the internal stresses on a transverse 
cross section may be resolved into a resultant shear and bending moment. 
Beam-column ~ A member which transmits an axial load in addition to 
bending moment. 
Biaxial bending - Simultaneous bending of a member about its two mutually 
perpendicular and principal axes. 
Bifurcation - The phenomenon whereby a perfectly straight member under 
compression may either assume a deflected position or else may remain 
undeflected. 
Braced frame - A frame in which the resistance to lateral load or frame 
instability is provided by diagonal, K or other auxiliary system of 
bracing. 
Brittle fracture - Abrupt cleavage with little or no prior ductile 
deformation. 
Buckling load - The load at which a perfectly straight member under com-
pression assumes a deflected position. 
Built-up column - A column made of structural metal elements which are 
riveted, bolted or welded together. 
Central safety factor - The ratio of the mean resistance to the mean load 
effect. 
Checkerboard loading - An assumed pattern of live loading in multistory 
frames wherein alternate bays have full live loading and zero live loading. 
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This pattern is assumed for design purposes in order to cause the most 
severe bending on columns. 
Cladding - The exterior covering of the structural components of a 
building. 
Coefficient of variation - The ratio of the standard deviation of a 
random function to its mean value. 
Cold formed members - Structural members formed from steel without the 
application of heat. 
Collapse load - See "Plastic limit load". 
Column - A structural member whose primary function is to carry loads 
parallel to its longitudinal axis. 
Column curve - A curve expressing the relationship between axial column 
strength and slenderness ratio. 
Column deflection curve - A curve defining the equilibrium deformed shape 
of a member under axial load and bending. 
Composite beam - A steel beam structurally connected to a concrete slab 
so that the beam and slab respond to loads as a unit. 
Composite column - A column in which a steel structural member is 
completely encased in concrete which participates in supporting the load. 
Critical load - The load at which bifurcation occurs as determined by a 
theoretical stability analysis. 
Curvature - The trace of the deflected shape of a member under applied 
loads. 
Cyclic load- (See Repeated load, Alternating load, Reversed load). 
Damping - The resistance of a structure to displacement from an externally 
applied disturbance that is subsequently removed. The resistance may be 
provided by internal frictional resistance of the molecules of the struc-
ture, the drag effects of the surrounding medium, or contact with or 
connection to an adjacent structure. 
Degrees of freedom - The number of possible independent movements of a 
member or structure, the maximum being six (three mutuall)r perpendicular 
displacements and three rotations in mutually perpendicular planes). 
Design ultimate load - (or Factored load) The working load times the load 
factor. 
Destabilizing force - The force required at each end of a column to prevent 
a sidesway buckling mode under axial load. 
Diagonal bracing - Inclined structural members carrying axial load 
employed to transform a structural frame into a truss to resist horizontal 
loads. 
Diaphragm - Floor slab possessing a large in plane shear stiffness. 
Diaphragm action - The action of a relatively rigid floor system in its 
own plane, such that all columns framing into floor from above and below 
are displaced by rigid body motion of the floor system under applied 
forces in the plane of the floor. 
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Distribution function - The probability density function of a random 
variable. 
Double curvature - A bending condition in which end moments on a member 
cause the member to attain an S-shape. 
Drift - Lateral deflection of a building due to wind or other loads. 
Drift index - The ratio of lateral deflection to height. 
Dynamic buckling load - The load that causes a compression member to 
buckle when it is rapidly or dynamically applied. 
Dynamic instability - The buckling of an axially loaded column or frame 
subjected to dynamically applied axial loads characterized by unrestrict-
ed amplitudes of lateral vibration of the member or frame. 
Dynamic response - The time dependent load-deflection or moment-strain 
relationship of an element, member, or frame under dynamic loads. 
Effective moment of inertia - The moment-of-inertia of the cross section 
of a member that remains elastic when partial plastification of the 
cross section takes place, usually under the combination of residual 
stress and applied stress. 
Effective length - The equivalent length (KL) used in compression 
formulas for computing the strength of a framed column. 
Effective length factor - The ratio between the effective length and the 
unbraced length of the member measured between the centers-of-gravity 
of.t~e bracing members. 
Effective stiffness - The stiffness of a member computed using the 
effective I of its cross section. 
·Effective width- The reduced width of the plate or slab which, with an 
assumed uniform stress distribution, produces the same effect on the 
behavior of a structural member as the actual plate width with its non-
uniform stress distribution. 
Elastic design - See Allowable stress design. 
Elastic-perfectly plastic - A material which has an idealized stress-
strain curve which varies linearly from the point of zero strain and zero 
stress up to the yield point of the material and then increases in strain 
at the value of the yield stress without any further increase in stress. 
Equivalent column - A single column used to replace all other columns in 
a multistory building frame used to simplify the analysis of the build-
ing, with the cross-sectional properties of the equivalent column subject 
to variation dependent upon the diverse assumptions. 
Equivalent column method - A method of stability analysis of a multistory 
building in which all columns of the building are replaced by an equiva~ 
lent column amenable to a simplified bifurcation analysis. 
Equivalent frame - A single-bay substitute frame used to replace one 
or more stories of a multi-bay, multistory frame for the purpose of 
simplifying the analysis. 
Euler formula - The mathematical relationship expressing the value of the 
Euler Load in terms of the modulus of elasticity, the moment of inertia 
of the cross section and the length of a column. 
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Euler load - The critical load of perfectly straight centrally loaded 
pin-ended column. 
Factored load - See Design ultimate load. 
Factor of safety - The ratio of a limit of structural usefulness (be it 
load, stress or deformation) to the working or service condition. 
First-order analysis - Analysis based on first-order deformations in 
which equilibrium conditions are formulated on the undeformed structure 
and in which linear properties of materials are assumed. 
First-order (second moment) theory - A semi-probabilistic design metho-
dology in which only the mean and the standard deviation of a random 
function are used. 
Flame-cut plate - A plate in which the longitudinal edges have been 
prepared by oxygen cutting from a larger sized plate. 
Flexible connection - A connection permitting a portion, but not all, of 
the simple beam rotation of a member end. 
Frame buckling - A condition under which a symmetrical frame subjected 
to symmetric loading may suddenly deflect in an unsymmetrical mode and 
be unable to carry any increase in load. 
Frame instability - A condition in which a symmetrical frame subjected to 
unsymmetrical gravity loads or an unsymmetrical frame subjected to gravity 
loads performs with increasing lateral deflection accompanying increase 
of loads until it reaches a critical value of the load called the 
"stability limit load" where the frame will continue to sway without 
further increase in load. 
Gaussian distribution - Normal distribution. 
Hybrid beam - A fabricated steel beam composed of flanges with a material 
of a specified minimum yield strength different from that of the web 
plate. 
Hysteresis loop - A plot of force versus deflection of a structure or 
member subjected to reversed, repeated load into the inelastic range in 
which the path followed during release and removal of load falls below 
the path for the addition of load over the same range of deflection. 
Impulsive loading - Dynamic cyclic loading characterized by vertical 
acceleration along the longitudinal axis of a member. 
Inelastic action - Deformation of a material that does not disappear on 
removal of the force that produced it. 
Instability - A condition reached in the loading of a compressed element 
during buckling under increasing load or structure in which continued 
deformation results in a decrease of load-resisting capacity. 
Lamellar tearing- Separation in highly restrained base metal caused by 
"through-thickness" strains induced by shrinkage of adjacent weld metal. 
. 
Lateral (or lateral-torsional) buckling - Buckling of a member involving 
lateral deflection and twist. 
Limit states - Limits of structural usefulness, such as brittle fracture, 
plastic collapse, deformation, durability, fatigue, instability, and 
serviceability. 
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Limit states design - See Load and resistance factor design. 
Load and resistance factor design - A design method in which, at a 
closer limit state, load effects and resistances are separately multi-
plied by factors which account for the inherent uncertainties in the 
determination of these quantities. 
Load factor - A factor by which a working load is multiplied to determine 
a design ultimate load. (This choice of terms serves to emphasize the 
reliance upon load-carrying capacity of the structure rather than upon 
stress.) 
Load factor design - A method of proportioning structures for multiples 
of working load at a chosen limit of structural usefulness. (The limit 
of structural usefulness can be either a plastic limit, a stability limit, 
an elastic limit, a fatigue limit, or a deformation limit.) 
Load function - Characterization of the loading as a random variable. 
Local buckling - The buckling of a compression element which may preci-
pitate the failure of the whole member. 
Maximum strength - The maximum load of a column as measured in a com-
pression test. 
Mean value - A value that is computed by dividing the sum of a set of 
terms by the number of terms. 
Mechanism - An articulated system able to deform without a finite 
increase in load. It is used in the special sense that the linkage may 
include real hinges or plastic hinges, or both. 
Multiple column curves - A series of curves, each with selected appli-
cations, dependent upon material, manufacture, fabrication and cross-
sectional properties of the columns for which they are applicable. 
Optimum design - A design which makes the most efficient use of the 
available resources in performing a desired task. The criterion is 
often minimum cost. 
Parametric resonance - See Dynamic instability. 
P6 effect - Secondary effect of column axial loads and lateral deflection 
on the moments in members. 
Piece-wise linear - Behavior which can be described graphically by a 
series of connected straight line segments. 
Plastic design - A design method for continuous steel beams and frames 
which defines the limit of structural usefulness as the maximum load. 
(The term plastic comes from the fact that the maximum load is computed 
from a knowledge of the strength of steel in the plastic range.) 
Plastic hinge - A yielded zone which forms in a structural member when 
the plastic moment is attained. The beam rotates as if hinged, except 
that it is restrained by the plastic moment, M • p 
Plastic limit load - The maximum load that is attained when a sufficient 
number of yield zones have formed to permit the structure to deform 
plastically without further increase in load. It is the largest load a 
structure will support, when perfect plasticity is assumed and when such 
factors as instability, strain hardening, and fracture are neglected. 
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Plastic modulus - The modulus of resistance to bending of a completely 
yielded cross section. It is the combined statical moment about the 
neutral axis of the cross-sectional areas above and below that axis. 
Plastic moment - The resisting moment of a fully yielded cross section. 
Plastic zone - The yielded region of a member. 
Post-buckling strength - The load which can be carried by a plate element 
or structural member after buckling. 
Proportional loading - A system of loading in which all loads increase in 
a constant ratio, one to the other. 
Random variable - A numerical variable associated with random events, and 
as such its specific value cannot be determined before an experiment. 
Reliability analysis - Structural analysis using probability theory as 
one of its components. 
Residual stress - The stresses that remain in an unloaded member after 
it has been formed into a finished product. (Examples of such stresses 
include, but are not limited to, those induced by cold bending, cooling 
after rolling or by welding.) 
Resonance - Vibrations of large amplitude in a member or structure which 
occur when the natural frequency of the member or structure ~s close to 
the frequency of the applied force causing the vibration. 
Response spectrum - A set of curves or diagrams which give the maximum 
valu~ of the response which can be expected for a given applied load or 
disturbance for a member or structure with prescribed values of mass, 
spring constants and damping characteristics. 
Reversed loading - A loading condition in which the load is first applied 
in one direction, then completely removed and reapplied in the opposite 
direction. 
Reversed repeated loading - An application of a series of loads of the 
same magnitude but reversed in direction several times. 
Rigid frame - A structure made up of beam and column members joined 
together in such a manner that the full strength is transmitted from 
one member to the other. 
Rigid-plastic theory - An idealized analysis which assumes that a struc-
ture has no deflection under increasing load until the plastic limit is 
reached. 
Rotation capacity - The angular rotation that a given shape can accept 
at the plastic moment value without prior local failure. 
Second-order analysis - Moments and deflections of the frame are computed 
recognizing the effects of loads acting in the displaced position of the 
structure. 
Service load - See Working load. 
Shape factor - The ratio of the plastic moment to the yield moment or the 
ratio of the plastic modulus to the section modulus for a cross section. 
Shear buckling - The buckling mode of a multistory frame precipitated by 
the relative lateral displacements of joints leading to failure by side-
sway of the frame. 
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Shear wall - A wall which in its own plane carried shear forces resulting 
from applied wind, earthquake or other transverse loads. 
Sidesway - The lateral movement of a structure under the action of 
lateral loads, unsyn~etrical vertical loads or unsymmetrical properties 
of the structure. 
Single curvature - A deformed shape of a member describes one smooth 
continuous arc as opposed to double curvature in which a reversal is 
experienced. 
Slenderness ratio - The ratio of the effective length of a column to the 
radius of gyration of the column, both with respect to the same axis of 
bending. 
Space frame - A three-dimensional structural framework (as contrasted 
to a plane frame). 
Squash load - An idealized load on a compression member in which all 
fibers would reach the yield stress without buckling or other instability. 
Stability functions - Expressions used to compute stiffness factors, 
carry-over factors and fixed-end moment coefficient factors, or similar 
corresponding terms in the slope deflection or three-moment equations, 
that are dependent upon the presence of axial load in the member and 
evaluated by use of a parameter Which is the ratio of the actual.column 
load to the Euler buckling load. 
Standard deviation - A quantity used to measure the dispersion of a set 
of.values equal to the root-mean square deviation of the values from their 
mean value. 
Stiffness - The resistance to deformation of a member or structure measured 
. by the ratio of the applied force to the corresponding displacement. 
Story drift - The lateral displacement of an individual story of a build-
ing under load. 
Strain hardening - Phenomenon Wherein ductile steel, after undergoing 
considerable deformation at or just above yield point, exhibits capacity 
to resist substantially higher loading than that which caused initial 
yielding. 
Stress - Force per unit area. 
Strong axis - The major principal axis of a cross section. 
Sway stiffness - The translational stiffness of a frame free to sidesway. 
Tangent modulus - The slope of the stress-strain curve of a material in 
the inelastic range at any given stress level as determined by the com-
pression test of a small specimen under controlled conditions. 
Tensile strength - The maximum tensile stress that a material is capable 
of sustaining. 
Three-dimensional analysis - Structural analysis where a three-dimensional 
model is used to approximate the actual structure. 
Two-dimensional analysis - Method of analysis wherein a three-dimensional 
building is approximated as a planar structure. 
Ultimate collapse load - See Plastic limit load. 
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Ultimate strength - The maximum strength of a cross section. (For 
example in a steel beam of compact sections in bending, it is the plastic 
moment. It should not be used as an alternate for the maximum load-
carrying capacity of a structure.) 
Unbraced frame - A frame in which the resistance to lateral load is 
provided by the bending resistance of frame members and their connec-
tions. 
Unbraced length - The distance between braced points of a member. 
Universal mill plate - A plate in which the longitudinal edges have been 
formed by a rolling process during manufacture. 
Warping resistance - The restraint-of-warping portion of the total 
resistance to torsion as distinguished from pure torsional resistance 
(St. Venant torsion), the sum of the two values equaling the total 
resistance to torsion. 
Weak axis - The minor principal axis of a cross section. 
Working load - The load on a structure for which it is designed; 
service load (must be less than or equal to the allowable load). 
Yield plateau - A portion of the stress-strain curve for uniaxial tension 
or compression in which the stress remains essentially constant during 
a period of substantial increased strain. 
Yield strength - The stress at which a material exhibits a specified 
limiting deviation from the proportionality of stress to strain. The 
deviation is expressed in terms of strain. 
Yield stress - Yield point, yield strength (or yield stress level) as 
defined. 
Yield stress level - The average stress during yielding in the plastic 
range. It is the stress determined in a tension test when the strain 
reaches 0.005. 
. 
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